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Our goal: to create the standard against which all other publishers' cooperative exhibits are judged. Look to $domain to open new markets or assist you in reaching existing ones for a fraction of the cost you would spend to reach them on your own. New title launches, author appearances,
special interest group/marketing niche...$domain has done it all and more during a history of presenting over 2,500 successful exhibits. $domain has the proven approach, commitment, experience and personnel to become your first choice in publishers' cooperative exhibit services. Give us a
call whenever your ongoing marketing demands require the best exhibit service your promotional dollars can buy.
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"So I met this guy. Miles Dane is the trifecta of awesomeness: he's hot, built, and amazing in bed. The best part of it all is that he loves me. Did I mention I puked all over him when we first met? No? Well, that's a different story. Things have finally settled down for us. We are disgustingly in love
and, let's face it, the cutest couple on earth. Dillion, Miles' son, is smarter than ever, and my two best friends, Renee and Ryan, will get drunk with me at a moment's notice. Oh, my stepmonster is still flipping nuts, but what else is new? Miles is there for me through it all. But what if our love isn't
enough to face the bumpy, pothole-infested, curvy, roadkill-riddled road ahead? Sometimes life isn't all daises and unicorn farts. Miles and I are facing great challenges as a couple. As the saying goes, first comes love, then comes... You get the point. Can therapy and a dose of sanity help me
with what's coming next? That's a joke, right?" This book is intended for 18+ for hot sex, snarky female lead and dirty talking sex God hero.
Jaxson Dane is harboring a secret.Not the fact that he's a geeky comic book lover, or that he secretly draws his own comic, Bunny Fu Ninja Warrior. It's not even classified information that he's out and proud!His secret is the shame that he's a twenty-three-year-old virgin.Jaxson isn't waiting for
marriage or even afraid of taking that step, he just hasn't found the one guy who will accept all of his adorkable qualities. Due to an unfortunate mishap with a self-pleasuring apparatus and his favorite appendage, Jaxson meets Tyler Mason. The emerald-green-eyed nurse is a witness to the
mortifying incident, leaving Jaxon both grateful and disappointed in their one-time meeting.And then Tyler somehow shows up at Jaxon's family dinner. The very dinner at which Jaxson's hidden virginity is revealed to everyone, including the captivating nurse.Even though he secretly found
the ER situation hilarious, Tyler is also able to look past it to see Jaxson's genuine nature and is drawn to the charming and hapless comic book artist. He's tempted to pursue the inexperienced Jaxson, but a recent and life-altering decision puts a damper on his wants and desires. However, the
more time they spent together, the more willing he is to take the risk of juggling his new commitments and winning Jaxon's affections.A large, insane, and meddlesome family, two prying co-workers, and a sexy nurse are all trying to give Jaxson a crash course in Sex Ed. Will he pass?This book is
filled with sarcastic humor, questionable language and laugh-out-loud moments. The author takes no responsibility in you soiling yourself in laughter. It also contains hot and steamy moments between men. Recommended for +18
Ryan Keller had it all when he came out in high school; accepting parents, friends and his own credit line for J. Crew. His cocky attitude and good looks got him what he wanted, including samples off the man meat buffet. Then he found his favorite dessert, Brandon. But Brandon wasn't sending
out a rainbow vibe so Ryan was sent to the land that crushes dread, the friend zone. Brandon Ford was buried so deep down in the closet that clothes from the seventies had a better chance of coming out. His anxieties of acting on his desires could keep a therapist entertained for hours. Even
though he did his best to build his emotions out of bricks, it was no use against Ryan's charms. Follow Ryan and Brandon's relationship from high school, to college and beyond to find out if they will be tied together.
"Non-stop action! Space battles! Intrigue! This is the kind of space opera that I love best̶but Elliott does it even better."̶New York Times bestselling author Ann Leckie New York Times bestselling author Kate Elliott brings us a thrilling new science fiction adventure set in a rich universe full of
political intrigue with Unconquerable Sun. Bookpage's Best Books of the Year Autostraddle's Best Queer Books of 2020 GENDER-SPUN ALEXANDER THE GREAT ON AN INTERSTELLAR SCALE Princess Sun has finally come of age. Growing up in the shadow of her mother, Eirene, has been no easy
task. The legendary queen-marshal did what everyone thought impossible: expel the invaders and build Chaonia into a magnificent republic, one to be respected̶and feared. But the cutthroat ambassador corps and conniving noble houses have never ceased to scheme̶and they have plans
that need Sun to be removed as heir, or better yet, dead. To survive, the princess must rely on her wits and companions: her biggest rival, her secret lover, and a dangerous prisoner of war. Take the brilliance and cunning courage of Princess Leia̶add in a dazzling futuristic setting where pop
culture and propaganda are one and the same̶and hold on tight: This is the space opera you ve been waiting for. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Once upon a time, two lawyers fell in love across a courtroom ... Gabrielle and Braden have fallen in love and face a bright future together if they can just survive all of the crazy people they encounter, like anonymous napkin droppers, UFO enthusiasts, crooked businessmen, nude drunk drivers,
and a woman who tries to break into jail. When the gavel falls will the verdict be happily ever after? Come join the fun as the sexiest couple in the Philadelphia Criminal Court System shares more witty banter and red hot lovin' with a dash of mystery thrown in. The story that began with The Law
of Attraction concludes with lots of love and laughter in The Home Court Advantage. "The hilarious and lovable ensemble is back " Cindy Meyer, The Book Enthusiast "The perfect mix of intensity and hilarity." Lori Lockie, 50 Shades of Gabriel's Crossfire Unscripted Destiny Book Club "This is a
MUST read." Mayas Sanders, Reading by the Book NOTICE: This book is intended for readers over the age of eighteen.
This book explores the practicality of using the existing subsurface geology on the Moon and Mars for protection against radiation, thermal extremes, micrometeorites and dust storms rather than building surface habitats at great expense at least for those first few missions. It encourages NASA
to plan a precursor mission using this concept and employ a Short Stay Opposition Class mission to Mars as the first mission rather than the Long Stay concept requiring a mission that is too long, too dangerous and too costly for man s first missions to Mars. Included in these pages is
a short history on the uses of caves by early humans over great periods of time. It then describes the ongoing efforts to research caves, pits, tunnels, lava tubes, skylights and the associated technologies that pertain to potential lunar and Mars exploration and habitation. It describes evidence
for existing caves and lava tubes on both the Moon and Mars. The work of noted scientists, technologists and roboticists are referenced and described. This ongoing work is moreextensive than one would think and is directly applicable to longer term habitation and exploration of the Moon and
Mars. Emphasis is also given to the operational aspects of working and living in lunar and Martian caves and lava tubes.
Ex-model Paige McCarty is fed up with being just a pretty face. After her ex-husband's gambling problem left her royally screwed and tragically shoeless, she started Fool Me Once Investigations with her best friends, Lorlei and Kennedy, to prevent other women from being similarly played and
dismayed. The job: act as bait for a cheating husband. The target: Matt Russo. The case should be as easy as getting a man's attention--and Paige has never had trouble with that. The problem is Matt--in all his nerdy-hot glory--turns out to be not such a scumbag after all. And when the case hits
closer to home than Paige could ever have imagined--landing her in a face-off with the mob--she wonders if taking the job just to prove that she has a brain maybe wasn't her best idea. This second outing for the Fool Me Once team follows in the same fun, feisty footsteps as bestselling author
Tara Sivec's Shame on You.
Things are not always as they seem, in a world where social labels and perceptions often define who we are, how we view each other. With a B.A. in sociology, and an M.A. in counseling, Samantha never thought she would find herself caught in between the cross hairs of media mayhem, as she
defends herself, and her father, by dispelling social labels, and "fake news", when her sister marries a Duke, and a Royal fairy plummets from ''the tea towels". Samantha holds firmly over all perceptions, "plots" and "ultimatums". The truth is stranger than fiction.
Welcome to a Sexy World of Sexy Sex. Sex is the most powerful and important thing in the universe, and if you arent instantly good at it you probably never will be and everyone will laugh at you. This is something you should know before even attempting sex. Fortunately, you hold in your
hands the ultimate guide to getting your rocks off, rigorously field tested by the authors. Every sexual technique they have tried. Every erogenous zone they have erogenated. Every STD they have suffered fromsometimes for way too longjust to see what would happen. But bewarethis sexy
knowledge comes with a terrible price: After you have read this book, there is no going back. Once absorbed, the wisdom contained in The Sexy Book of Sexy Sex cannot be unlearnt. You may easily spend the rest of your life orgasming your brains out, and neglecting your friendships, your
career, and every other aspect of your life that doesnt involve constant genital stimulation. To call you a mindless sex zombie would be putting it gently. But you will be completely satisfied . . . as will your legions of sexual partners. WELL, ARE YOU IN?
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